INVESTMENT FOCUS: The Importance of Growing Wealth

This quarter we consider how countries manage economic expansion – focussing on China’s GDP growth, and asking whether that expansion created real, sustainable wealth.

Countries, much like listed companies, aim to grow through time. However, instead of assessing their margin expansion or sales growth, a country’s growth is often measured in Gross Domestic Product (GDP). GDP represents the total value of all goods and services produced in a country over 1 year. China has been one of the fastest-growing countries in the world, with their latest annual GDP print at 6.1% for 2019. What we don’t know, given that GDP is effectively a revenue number, whether it has translated into creating wealth.

Figure 1: China Real GDP Growth (YoY) %

Again, like many listed companies, countries can take on debt to fuel expansion. However, it is often difficult with a country whether aggressive debt expansion is in fact creating net wealth. Conceptually, this is the same as an industrial company building a new plant – the return generated from the plant – once built - needs to be greater than the cost of building it. If it is, building the plant would create economic value (wealth generation) for the company.

A hint at what is perhaps going on, is to look at the credit gap. In the case of China, the credit gap – or the difference between the growth in overall debt (credit) and GDP, in percentage points (as seen in figure 2) – widened sharply since the Global Financial Crisis of 2008. A widening and negative credit gap implies that credit expansion has exceeded GDP growth – meaning increasing debt has potentially destroyed wealth.

Figure 2: Inefficient Debt Expansion in China

Assessing the breakdown of growing credit is also instructive in understanding how it has fuelled growth. Household debt in China – previously a small component of overall credit extension – has been growing, currently at around 50% of GDP. Non-financial corporate debt is the largest chunk of the total, at around 150% of GDP. While not displayed in official figures, we estimate social financing, which would form part of government debt, to be another 50% of GDP, which would need to be added to the total displayed in figure 3 – meaning total Chinese debt would actually be around 350% of GDP in 2018. To put these staggering numbers in perspective, table 1 on the following page summarises the comparisons between China and the US (we remove financial corporates to ease of comparison). As the US is home to the largest corporates in the world, this might imply excessive Chinese corporate debt expansion.

Continued...
Some companies can expand their businesses without generating much actual income. Similarly, countries can also grow in this way, by increasing leverage. However, we don’t know if that growth results in real wealth creation. In the case of China, debt expansion outpaces growth in GDP, suggesting that the leverage they’ve taken on to drive expansion, may actually be destroying wealth over time.